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REAL STYLE,
REAL VALUE
FOR THE
REAL CHEF
If you’re the real deal then get ready for
100+ pages of the real thing, because at
Uncommon Threads we offer thoughtfully
designed, expertly constructed chef apparel
for the serious chef. Focusing on style, from
our breakthrough chef pant designs, to our
vibrant chef coats with tonal mesh backs,
to our new cloth-covered pearl buttons, we
give you the opportunity to express your
individual personality. Our attention to
detail is flawless, and when it comes to
fit, everyone else needs to get real. Our
professional fit system ensures that no
matter what your size or shape, if you wear a
large Uncommon Threads garment, a large will
fit you perfectly every time. Now here’s the
good part: because we are the manufacturer,
we can offer you this unprecedented line of
chef apparel at an incredible
value. And that’s for real!
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0405
MOROCCAN > You
put on that same white
coat day after day. Your
food isn’t plain. Why is
your chef coat? With ten
black buttons, our
Moroccan speaks
volumes without
screaming, “Hey, look
at me!” Easy-care 65/35
poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.
XS-6XL

NUTS & BOLTS:
Mitered pocket,
thermometer pocket,
finished cuffs and
collar, reinforced
bar tacking,
reversible
closure.
Size chart p. 120

0405:
royal: 20
red: 19
white: 25
burgundy: 03
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SPEAK
VOLUMES

>0405 shown with 4102 Grunge Cargo Chef Pant in black.
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white with
mesh: 25

black with
mesh: 01

0429
MONTEGO WITH MESH > You

appreciate the simple things in life.
Like a perfectly cooked medium-rare
burger, French fries done extra crispy.
A hand-crafted cocktail. That’s why
you’ll love our Montego. Featuring
short sleeves, ten pearl buttons and
a moisture-wicking mesh back, it’s
simple, it’s classic, it’s cool. Easy-care
65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.

XS-6XL

NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket,
thermometer pocket, finished collar,
reinforced bar tacking, reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120

>0429 shown with 4100 Uncommon Cargo Chef Pant in brown.
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0478

>0478 shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in black & red pinstripe and 0175 Neckerchief in red.

TAHOE for Women > In your world every night is ladies night. And that means

bringing your “A” game. Our Tahoe is as hard-working as you. Features ten
buttons, short sleeves and side vents. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.

XS-6XL

WOMEN’S SPECS: Mitered pocket, thermometer pocket, finished collar, reinforced
bar tacking, reversible closure, side vents.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25

black: 01
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>0400 shown with 4000 Classic Chef Pant in chalk
stripe and 0175 Neckerchief in red.

0400
UNCOMMON CHEF COAT > In your world you need a chef coat that’s a workaholic just
like you. With the same reinforced construction found in our high-end coats and eight sturdy
buttons, the Uncommon can be punished and still look great day after day. Easy-care 65/35 poly
cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL

white: 25

NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking,
reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120
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0475
NAPA for Women > Face it,

women have curves. Don’’t hide
them, celebrate them. Our Napa
says, “You go girl.” Designed
for a woman’s physique, this
extremely comfortable chef coat
offers ten pearl buttons, a flared
bottom and side vents. Easy-care
65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.

XS-6XL

WOMEN’S SPECS: Mitered
pocket, thermometer pocket,
finished cuffs and collar, reinforced
bar tacking, reversible closure,
side vents.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25

black: 01

>0475 shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in black & navy houndstooth.
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0402/0426
CLASSIC & CLASSIC WITH MESH > When it’s time to call in the big

dogs, you know the guys that dig in up to their elbows and get the job
done, these are their chef coats. Both are extremely durable, feature ten
buttons and a classic style. The moisture-wicking mesh back of our 0426
is mighty comfortable when the heat is on. After a long day’s work, they
clean up better than a tomboy headed to her first school dance. Easycare 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL

NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and
collar, reinforced bar tacking.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25

black: 01

white with
mesh: 25

black with
mesh: 01

>Left: 0426

shown with 4003
Yarn-Dyed Chef
Pant in tribal
stripe. Right: 0402
shown with 0159
Uncommon
Beanie in olive.
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>Left: 0427 shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in black & navy houndstooth.

Right: 0403 shown with 4100 Uncommon Cargo Chef Pant in navy and 0159 Uncommon
Beanie in navy.

white: 25

0403/0403c/0427

white with
mesh: 25

black with
mesh: 01

black: 01

CLASSIC KNOT CHEF COAT/CLASSIC KNOT WITH MESH > Like carefully lowering your tone arm down and experiencing your favorite rock

group on vinyl, these chef coats are true classics. Each of these artfully constructed coats features ten inset knot buttons that lay smooth and look
clean, not just hang there nonsensically. Choose from our 0403 Classic Knot, 0403c 100% Cotton Classic Knot (white only) or our 0427 Classic Knot
with moisture-wicking mesh back. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz./100% premium cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL

NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking, reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120
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>0413 shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed

Chef Pant in wine & black houndstooth.
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LIGHTEN UP
0413:
red: 19
eggplant: 53
stone: 66
burgundy: 03
black: 01
white: 25
steel: 62
royal: 20
navy: 16
slate: 64
avocado: 63

0413
CLASSIC POPLIN CHEF COAT > If long sleeves are your thing, but you still want to keep cool, this coat is as lightweight as a
chocolate souffle and just as delicious looking. And now this stylized chef coat comes in eleven fashion forward colors. All are
classically tailored with ten black buttons except for white, which offers matching pearl buttons. 65/35 poly cotton poplin - 5.25 oz.
XS-6XL

NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking, reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120
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0410
3/4 SLEEVE CHEF COAT >

Think about it. Six shifts a week,
that’s 24 shifts a month or 288
shifts a year. In 20 years that’s
5,760 shifts. Now multiply this by
two, which means you’re turning
up 11,520 cuffs and that doesn’t
include doubles. This chef coat
with ¾ length sleeves gives you
all the protection you need
without turning up a single cuff.
Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton twill
- 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket,
thermometer pocket, finished collar,
reinforced bar tacking, reversible
closure.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25

>0410 shown with 4102 Grunge Cargo Chef Pant in slate.

black: 01
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DELRAY WITH MESH/CLASSIC POPLIN WITH MESH > When the broiler’s firing at a temperature that can
melt steel and your only break is to step into a 105° alley for a quick smoke, you need a chef coat that will keep you
from having a meltdown. These lightweight poplin chef coats with our ultra-cool moisture-wicking mesh back are
guaranteed to make the grind a little more bearable. Choose from our short sleeve 0421 Delray or our long sleeve
0422 Classic Poplin with Mesh. 65/35 poly cotton poplin - 5.25 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking, reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120

white poplin
with mesh: 25

black poplin
with mesh: 01

>Left: 0421 shown with 4102 Grunge Cargo Chef Pant in stone. Right: 0422 shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in copper & black stripe.
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>0497 shown with 4102 Grunge Cargo Chef Pant in olive.
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>0496 shown

with 4003 YarnDyed Chef Pant
in classic broken
twill and 0162
Kool Scull Cap in
black.

0497/0496
white: 25

black: 01

TINGO/LA PAZ > There’s a couple of new kids on the block. Not the Marky Mark, Joey,
Jordan kind of new kids, you know the ones who swoop in getting all the attention. The ones
that you just want to hate but you can’t because they’re just so flipping cool. Well our new
kids are our short sleeve Tingo and long sleeve La Paz. Both offer incredible style, are constructed flawlessly and feature ultra-hip, cloth-covered buttons that really sing. Easy-care
65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced
bar tacking.
Size chart - p. 120
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Que Guapo
0415:
red: 19
burgundy: 03
brown: 02
olive: 65
avocado: 63
stone: 66
white: 25
slate: 64
black: 01
steel: 62
navy: 16
royal: 20

0415
SOUTH BEACH > You’ve
been firing on all cylinders
so many late nights in a
row, you might just be a
vampire. But in your world
you feel the beat of the city
24/7. That’s why there’s
the South Beach, in twelve
raging colors, it captures
the spirit and passion of
the area it was named after.
Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton
twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered
pocket, thermometer pocket,
finished collar, reinforced bar
tacking, reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120

>0415 shown with

4100 Uncommon
Cargo Chef Pant in
olive.
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0408

>0408 shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in grey triple stripe.

BARCELONA > Anyone can sling hash, but your hash is propelling you up the culinary ranks. You’re walking tall and looking
proud and that’s why you wear the Barcelona. With ten black inset knot buttons that lay smooth and black piping, this expertly
tailored chef coat is like the perfectly cooked sunny-side-up egg on your career. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking, reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120

white with
black piping:
25
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0490
SEDONA for Women > It’s a

wonderfully proportioned, curvy
silhouetted chef coat that is all
W-O-M-A-N. Features ten inset
knot buttons and side vent
openings. Easy-care 65/35 poly
cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
WOMEN’S SPECS: Mitered
pocket, thermometer pocket,
finished cuffs and collar, reinforced
bar tacking, reversible closure,
side vents.
Size chart - p. 120

>0490 shown with 4101 Women’s Chef Pant in black & white pinstripe.

white: 25

black: 01
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>Left: 0484 shown with 0150 Twill Chef Hat in houndstooth.
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0484/
0430
MONTEREY/ANTIGUA WITH
MESH > There’s something

about a knot coat. It speaks
volumes about the person who’s
wearing it. Just because you
want to be cool and comfortable,
you shouldn’t have to give up
your knots. Both of these chef
coats offer short sleeves and
ten inset knot buttons that give
them that clean sophisticated
look you love. Our 0430 pushes
the comfort level one step
further with a moisture-wicking
mesh back. Easy-care 65/35 poly
cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket,
thermometer pocket, finished collar,
reinforced bar tacking, reversible
closure.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25

black: 01

white with
mesh: 25

black with
mesh: 01
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>0411 shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in red & white pinstripe.
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0411
MIRAGE > So much for sweat
equity. You slave away 15 hours a
day and after the employees and
suppliers get their share you can
barely afford to eat at your own
restaurant. But you wouldn’t give
it up for the world. That’s why
we offer the Mirage. With twelve
inset knot buttons, 5” executive
cuffs, hidden neck button and an
executive style three-piece back,
you’ll look like a million bucks
and still have a few dollars left
over. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton
twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Thermometer
pocket, finished cuffs and collar,
reinforced bar tacking, reversible
closure.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25

0435
SOHO > Style that never sleeps.
The Soho’s ten inset knot buttons
whisper sophistication while its
crossover collar creates a fresh
twist that whistles loud enough
to hail a cab. Easy-care 65/35
poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket,
thermometer pocket, finished cuffs
and collar, reinforced bar tacking,
reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25

>0435 shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in grey & black chevron and 0157c Kool Beanie with Mesh.

black: 01
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0481/
0480
BARBADOS WITH MESH/
ARUBA WITH MESH > It’s

hot, it’s sweaty, it’s sticky. One of
those nights when you’re ready
to volunteer for a week of
doubles just to spend ten
minutes in the walk-in cooling
off. Well, before you make a
huge mistake, check out these
incredibly comfortable chef
coats. Both offer a hidden neck
button, twelve cloth-covered
buttons and an ultra-cool
moisture-wicking mesh back.
Choose from our 0481 Barbados
with long sleeves or our 0480
Aruba with short sleeves. 65/35
poly/cotton fine line twill - 5.3
oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Inset pocket,
thermometer pocket, finished cuffs
and collar, reinforced bar tacking,
reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120

white with
mesh: 25

black with
mesh: 01

>Left: 0481shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed

Chef Pant in windowpane. Right: 0480
shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant
in black & grey houndstooth.
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START A REVOLUTION

0494
HAVANA WITH TONAL
MESH > In twelve colors as

vibrant as the Caribbean island
that inspired its design, our
Havana with Tonal Mesh is
creating an uprising. Because
unlike our competitors who only
offer black or white mesh on
their color coats, the Havana’s
tonal mesh is the perfect
compliment. And that makes
it cool to wear and cool to
wear. 65/35 poly cotton poplin
- 5.25 oz. XS-6XL

NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket,
thermometer pocket, finished collar,
reinforced bar tacking, reversible
closure.
Size chart - p. 120

>0494 shown with 4100 Grunge Cargo
Chef Pant in stone and 0163 Epic Beanie
in cobalt.
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0494:
berry: 68
red: 19
burgundy: 03
brown: 02
olive: 65
stone: 66
avocado: 63
steel: 62
cobalt: 51
slate: 64
navy: 16
eggplant: 53
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>0423 shown with 0159 Uncommon Beanie in olive.
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create
some
energy
0423:
slate with black trim: 64
red with black trim: 19
stone with black trim: 66
olive with black trim: 65

0423
BRISTOL > You may be classically trained but your world hasn’t been black and white since before culinary school. Each plate
that leaves your pass reflects your dynamic personality. That’s why you wear a Bristol. In four artful color combinations, this short
sleeve chef coat with black buttons and trim creates an energy all it’s own. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket, thermometer pocket, finished collar, reinforced bar tacking, reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120
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Hipster-riffic

0404:
slate with
black trim: 64
white with
houndstooth
trim: 42
red with black
trim: 19
stone with
black trim: 66
olive with black
trim: 65
white with
black trim: 45
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0404
NEWPORT > Even if you’re not

much for mismatched socks and
man buns, you have to admit
our Newport is hip enough to
impress fixie riders everywhere.
Made of spun polyester, the
black trim will hold its color
wash after wash. Available in six
rich looking color combinations,
each with ten black buttons.
Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton twill
- 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket,
thermometer pocket, finished cuffs
and collar, reinforced bar tacking,
reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120

>0404 shown with
4003 Yarn-Dyed
Chef Pant in tribal
stripe and 3050
Bar Apron in
black.
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>Left: 0405c shown with 4102 Grunge Cargo Chef Pant in stone. Right: 0460c shown with 4102 Grunge Cargo Chef Pant in navy.

0405c/0460c
CHAMBRAY CHEF COAT/SANTA FE > Think of these chef coats as your favorite pair of
jeans. You know, the ones you washed about 100 times and did who knows what else to until
they were just the way you like them. Well these chambray chef coats come that way right
out of the package. 100% premium cotton twill - 6.5 oz. XS-6XL
0405c NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced
bar tacking, reversible closure.
0460c NUTS & BOLTS: Inset pocket, cloth-covered buttons, thermometer pocket, finished 5”
executive cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking, reversible closure, sewn underarm vents.
Size chart - p. 120

chambray: 17
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0407
MADRID > Thinking of new ways to elevate

a classic dish to the point where it blows
diners away is what gets you excited. That’s
exactly what we did with our Madrid. We
started with a beautifully tailored classic
chef coat and elevated it with black buttons
and black piping. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL

NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket, thermometer
pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar
tacking, reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120

white with
black piping:
25

>0407 shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in

black & grey chevron stripe.
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0489/0428
SANTORINI/CALYPSO WITH MESH > A tunic-style crossover collar, clean European front, and a snap
closure that makes this coat well... snappy looking. Choose our long sleeve Santorini or our Calypso with
short sleeves and moisture-wicking mesh back. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25

black: 01

white with
mesh: 25

black with
mesh: 01

>0489 shown

with 4102
Uncommon
Cargo Chef Pant
in black.
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>0428 shown with 4101 Women’s Chef Pant in berry & grey houndstooth and 0163 Epic Beanie in berry.
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0488
ORLEANS > If a chef coat
could capture the spirit of New
Orleans, not the Bourbon Street
dancing, bead throwing spirit,
but the true essence of the city,
this is the one. In seven inspired
colors with dyed-to-match
buttons, our Orleans is one coat
to get jazzed up about. 65/35
poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Mitered pocket,
thermometer pocket, finished cuffs
and collar, reinforced bar tacking.
Size chart - p. 120

>0488 shown with
4102 Uncommon
Cargo Chef Pant
in stone.
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Big Easy Style

0488:
steel: 62
olive: 65
stone: 66
brown: 02
slate: 64
avocado: 63
navy: 16
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white: 25

0417

>0417 shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in wine & black stripe.

REACTION > Bring on the bling. With ten stainless steel snaps this exciting chef coat will get

more attention than your line cook’s latest tattoo. An inset breast pocket for a clean finish and
5” executive cuffs complete the look. Snap closure is not reversible. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton
twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL

black: 01

NUTS & BOLTS: Inset pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking.
Size chart - p. 120
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0492
CALIENTE WITH MESH >

A smokin’ crossover collar and
blistering stainless steel snaps
make this chef coat almost too
hot to wear. That’s why we added
an ultra-cool moisture mesh
back. Snap closure is not
reversible. Easy-care 65/35 poly
cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Thermometer
pocket, finished cuffs and collar,
reinforced bar tacking.
Size chart - p. 120

white with
mesh: 25

>0492 shown with 0162 Kool Scull Cap in black.

black with
mesh: 01
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>0482 shown with
4003 Yarn-Dyed
Chef Pant in black
& red pinstripe.
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0482
RIO > All your life you’ve
embraced your quirkiness…
if that’s even a word. Your
vision of the world has always
been a little askew and it’s
reflected in everything you
do, including your cooking.
That’s why the Rio is for you.
Featuring a clean front, angle
closure, crossover collar and
black buttons, it’s elegantly
tilted. Easy-care 65/35 poly
cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Thermometer
pocket, finished cuffs and
collar, reinforced bar
tacking.
Size chart - p. 120

0482:
black: 01
red: 19
white: 25
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0491:
black with white
piping: 60
red with black
piping: 19
white with black
piping: 25

piping HOT!
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0491

>0491 shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in red & white pinstripe.

PANAMA > You’re a take the bull by the horns and get the job done kind of person. But you do it with style and
you always have a smile on your face. That’s why the Panama is your coat. Offering a clean, no-pocket front,
complimentary piping, hidden neck button and an angled closure that meanders up to a sophisticated crossover
collar. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
NUTS & BOLTS: Thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking.
Size chart - p. 120
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EXECUTIVE
C H E F C O ATS

Because You’ve Arrived

47
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0437
SIENNA > You’re not a throw

it against the wall and see what
sticks kind of a chef. You’ll tweak
a recipe hundreds of times
before it’s ready for your menu.
That’s exactly how we developed
the Sienna. With impeccable
design features like a yoke back,
double-needle construction,
twelve cloth-covered buttons
and 5” executive cuffs, it is the
perfect example of a wellconceived chef coat. Easy-care
65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.

XS-6XL

EXECUTIVE DETAILING:
Inset pocket, thermometer pocket,
finished cuffs and collar, reinforced
bar tacking, reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25

>0437 shown with 4020 Executive Chef Pant in houndstooth.
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0442c/
0431
PROVENCE/MONTEBELLO > These two

chef coats with black piping are kissing
cousins. Both offer twelve cloth-covered
buttons, inset pocket and three-piece
executive back. The only difference is our
long-sleeve, 0442c Provence is made of 100%
premium cotton twill - 7.5 oz., and our shortsleeve, 0431 Montebello is made of Easy-care
65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL

EXECUTIVE DETAILING: Inset pocket,
thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar,
reinforced bar tacking, reversible closure, hidden
neck button and sewn underarm vents.
Size chart - p. 120

white with
black piping:
25

>Left: 0442c shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in
black & grey houndstooth. Right: 0431 shown with 4020
Executive Chef Pant in black & white pinstripe.
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BREAK Some Rules

0432:
red with black
piping: 19

white with red
piping: 46

black with red
piping: 48

black with white
piping: 60

white with royal
piping: 47

white with black
piping: 25

0432
MURANO > You’ve earned your chops but not without breaking a few rules. You’re well on your way and it’s time to lose a little of the rebel and

gain a little more respect. In walks the Murano. Elegant styling with piping in all the right places leads the way. Executive features like a three-piece
back, inset pocket, hidden neck button, twelve cloth-covered buttons and 5” executive cuffs complete the look. All at an incredible value! Easy-care
65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL

EXECUTIVE DETAILING: Inset pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking, reversible closure.
Size chart - p. 120

0425c
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EXECUTIVE CHEF COAT > It took a long time for you to get to this place in your career. It’s time for a chef

coat designed with the same attention to detail that got you to the top. Like additional buttonholes that
allow its twelve inset knot buttons to be “set-in” for a cleaner finish and an executive style three-piece back.
100% premium cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL

EXECUTIVE DETAILING: Inset pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking,
reversible closure, hidden neck button and sewn underarm vents.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25

black: 01
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0470c
NAVONA for Women > You
are woman and they’ve heard
you roar all the way to the top.
Now take charge in a chef coat
designed specifically for you.
Contoured for a feminine fit,
our Navona is that chef coat.
Special features include threepiece executive back, twelve
cloth-covered buttons and side
vents. 100% premium cotton
twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
WOMEN’S EXECUTIVE
DETAILING: Inset pocket,
thermometer pocket, finished cuffs
and collar, reinforced bar tacking,
reversible closure, side vents.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25

>0470c shown with 4101
Women’s Chef Pant in
black & white pinstripe.
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0445c
SAN MARCO > When it’s time to make the
rounds and hear how great the French fries
taste when you spent hours on the duck,
this is the coat you should be wearing. The
soft comfortable cotton, a crossover collar,
ten hand-rolled buttons and a two-piece
executive back are all for you. The black
piping on the collar, pocket and cuffs are for
them. 100% premium cotton twill - 7.5 oz.
XS-6XL

EXECUTIVE DETAILING: Inset pocket,
thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar,
reinforced bar tacking, reversible closure, hidden
neck button and sewn underarm vents.
Size chart - p. 120

white with
black piping:
25

>0445c shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in
black & grey houndstooth.
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0440c
PALERMO > Our Palermo is all about confidence. It says you know you’ve got game and you don’t need to prove

it to anyone. It offers graceful lines and is designed simply, yet elegantly with a three-piece executive back and
twelve cloth-covered buttons. 100% premium cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL

EXECUTIVE DETAILING: Inset pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking, reversible
closure, hidden neck button and sewn underarm vents.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25
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0455ec
LUXEMBOURG > Small country,

huge style! In fact if you put this
much style in the country of
Luxembourg, it might explode at
the seams. We started with a sleek
crossover collar and black piping
in all the perfect spots. And once
we added a two-piece executive
back and ridiculously cool handrolled buttons, we knew we had
something special. 100% Egyptian
cotton - 5.25 oz. XS-6XL
EXECUTIVE DETAILING: Inset
pocket, thermometer pocket, finished
cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking, reversible closure, hidden neck
button and sewn underarm vents.
Size chart - p. 120

>0455ec shown with 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in red & white pinstripe.

white with
black piping:
25
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0453ec
VERSAILLES > No matter how far up the ranks you rise, you’ll always love being part of the action. So when your public beckons

you take off that food stained chef coat you sweated through hours ago and slip into a Versailles. This luxurious executive-style
chef coat is tastefully highlighted with black piping and is expertly crafted with a three-piece back and twelve hand-rolled buttons.
100% Egyptian cotton - 5.25 oz. XS-6XL

EXECUTIVE DETAILING: Inset pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking, reversible closure, hidden
neck button and sewn underarm vents.
Size chart - p. 120

white with
black piping:
25
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0451ec/0493ec
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MASTER CHEF/SHORT SLEEVE MASTER CHEF > You will be the master of your domain in either of these
supple Egyptian cotton chef coats. Both offer a three-piece executive back, hidden neck button and twelve
hand-rolled buttons. Choose our 0451ec Master Chef or cool off with our 0493ec Short Sleeve Master Chef. 100%
Egyptian cotton - 5.25 oz. XS-6XL
EXECUTIVE DETAILING: Inset pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and collar, reinforced bar tacking, reversible
closure, hidden neck button and sewn underarm vents.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25
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0471
LIA for Women > You have always been known for your style. Your hair, your look
and especially your food. You are unforgettable. That’s why our Lia will fit you to a tee.
Thoughtfully designed to fit a woman’s silhouette, this chef coat with elegant black piping
features a three-piece executive back, twelve cloth-covered buttons and side vents. Easy-care
65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
WOMEN’S EXECUTIVE DETAILING: Inset pocket, thermometer pocket, finished cuffs and
collar, reinforced bar tacking, reversible closure, side vents.
Size chart - p. 120

white with
black piping:
25
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Chef Pants

Because They’re Fly
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We’re talking
		fuzzy slipper,

4003:
black & navy
houndstooth: 70
glen plaid: 31
black & grey
houndstooth: 55
black & wine
houndstooth: 69
windowpane: 32
black & white
checked: 57
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>4003 shown with 0460c Santa Fe Chef Coat in chambray.

college sweatpant,
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Cordoba Corinthian
leather comfy.

4003:
black & red
pinstripe: 71
red & white
pinstripe: 27
tribal stripe: 36
black & wine
stripe: 56
black & white
pinstripe: 33
grey triple
stripe: 37
copper & black
stripe: 35
classic broken
twill: 34
black & grey
chevron: 72

4003
YARN-DYED CHEF PANT >

Get ready to throw out your
old chef pants because there’s
nothing more comfortable
than our Yarn-Dyeds. These
chef pants are life changers!
Thoughtfully designed with a
conventional straight leg in
fifteen exciting patterns that
won’t fade wash after wash.
Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton
twill - 7 oz. XS-6XL
PANT STATS: 2” elastic waist
with drawstring, brass zipper fly,
two side pockets, one back pocket.
Size chart - p. 120

>4003 shown with
0432 Murano
Chef Coat in red
with black piping.
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>4101 shown with

4101
WOMEN’S CHEF PANT > You struggle everyday to prove you’re every bit as good as your male counterparts.
You shouldn’t have to do it in men’s pants. Tailored just for you, our stylish Women’s Chef Pant will follow your
contours, fit you perfectly in the rise and our fashionable, more modern straight leg will add grace to your look.
65/35 poly cotton twill, 7.5 oz., black. 65/35 poly cotton twill, 7 oz., patterns. XS-6XL
WOMEN’S PANT STATS: 2” elastic waist, two side pockets, one back pocket, towel loop, safety stitched seams, bar
tacked pockets for additional strength.
Size chart - p. 120

0488 Orleans
Chef Coat in slate.
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WEAR THE PANTS
DESIGNED FOR WOMEN
4101:

houndstooth: 40

black & white
pinstripe: 33

berry & grey
houndstooth: 73

black: 01
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4000:
houndstooth: 40
black: 01
chalk stripe: 41
white: 25

4001/4005c/
4010:
houndstooth: 40
black: 01
chalk stripe: 41

4000/4001/
4005c/4010
CLASSIC CHEF PANT/TRADITIONAL CHEF PANT > The 80’s are over.

The karate kid is all grown up and the mullet isn’t acceptable for business
or party. So why are you still wearing baggy peg legged pants? These classic
styled chef pants feature a timeless design with a conventional straight leg
that fits you like a trouser not a potato sack. Choose from our:
4000: Classic Chef Pant with 3” elastic waist
4001: Classic Chef Pant with 2” elastic waist and brass zipper
4005c: 100% Cotton Classic Chef Pant with 2” elastic waist
4010: Traditional Chef Pant
Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton twill, 7.5 oz., solids - 7.0 oz., Yarn-Dyed patterns.
100% premium cotton twill, 7.5 oz., black - 7.5 oz., Yarn-Dyed patterns.

XS-6XL

PANT STATS: Elastic waist with drawstring, one back pocket, two side pockets.
Size chart - p. 120
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>Left: 4010 shown with 0920 Classic Utility Shirt and 0159 Uncommon Beanie, both in burgundy. Center: 4000 shown with 0921 Mandarin Collar Utility Shirt in black.
Right: 4001 shown with 0488 Orleans Chef Coat in slate.
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4020:
houndstooth: 40
black: 01
black & white
pinstripe: 33

4020
EXECUTIVE CHEF PANT > You’ve impressed them with your food.

So when they demand a curtain call don’t disappoint them by looking
less than impressive. Our Executive Chef Pant is the perfect
compliment to any of our chef coats. And with our modern looking
conventional straight leg, they’re sure to get you a few compliments
too. 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz., black. Yarn-Dyed 65/35 poly cotton
twill - 7 oz., patterns. XS-6XL

PANT STATS: 1-1/2” waistband with elastic sides, belt loops, double
stitched side seams, two side and two back pockets, towel loop, brass
zipper.
Size chart - p. 120

>4020 shown with 0491 Panama Chef Coat in black with white piping.

4013
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KITCHEN PANT > When it feels less like a kitchen and more like a war zone, our Kitchen Pant is your best ally. It’s not only an
incredible value, it’s so durable it can charge into battle time and time again and still look great. And our conventional straight
leg design means no more baggy, saggy pants. 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz., black. Yarn-Dyed 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7 oz.,
houndstooth. Even Waist Sizes: 28-34 Inseam: 33. Even Waist Sizes: 36-60 Inseam: 34.
PANT STATS: Brass zipper, two side seam pockets, two back pockets, snap waist with belt loops.
Size chart - p. 120

black: 01

houndstooth: 40

>4013 shown

with 0920
Classic Utility
Shirt in eggplant.

4100
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UNCOMMON CARGO CHEF PANT > It’s like a cargo pant was checking out Tinder, saw a really hip pair of traditional chef pants, swiped right
and badda boom, badda bing, the Uncommon Chef Pant was born. Unlike any chef pant you’ve ever worn, our Uncommon Chef Pant is the perfect
combination of comfort and function. And with our modern straight leg design, it’s pretty good looking too. 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz., solids.
Yarn-Dyed 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7 oz., patterns. XS-6XL
PANT STATS: 2” elastic waist, oversized cargo pocket, towel loop, two side seam pockets, one back pocket.
Size chart - p. 120

>Background: 4100 shown with 0975 Epic Shirt in berry, 4100 shown with 0488 Orleans Chef Coat in slate. Foreground: 4100 shown with 0489 Santorini Chef Coat in black.
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Badda BOOM!

4100:
navy: 16
olive: 65
stone: 66
brown: 02
chalk stripe: 41
slate: 64
houndstooth: 40
black: 01
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4102:

FUNction

4102
GRUNGE CARGO CHEF PANT > They may not have been made in a Seattle garage, but these highly functional
chef pants embrace the utilitarian spirit of the movement they were named after. Our modern straight leg design
delivers that great cargo look without going overboard baggy. A sound alternative to what you’re wearing today.
65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
PANT STATS: 2” elastic waist, brass zipper, double-needle stitching along the legs and around the knees, one handy
towel loop, two side and two back pockets, two layered cargo pockets.
Size chart - p. 120

slate: 64
navy: 16
olive: 65
stone: 66
brown: 02
black: 01
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>Left: 4102 shown with 0415 South Beach Chef Coat in navy. Right: 4102 shown with 0492 Caliente with Mesh Chef Coat in black.
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HATS

because hair in the food is gross
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white Kool
mesh: 25

0162
KOOL SCULL CAP > Hip and cool, this chef hat

black Kool
mesh: 01

alternative is perfect for hot kitchens and kitchens
that want to look hot. 100% poly - 3.65 oz. ONE SIZE

0164
ACTIVE MESH CAP > This lightweight beanie with
moisture-wicking properties is super comfortable and white Kool
mesh: 25
right on trend. Same as our 0162 Kool Scull Cap, but
without the back ties. 100% poly - 3.65 oz. ONE SIZE

> Left: 0162 shown with 0429 Montego

Chef Coat in white. Right: 0164 shown
with 0492 Caliente with Mesh Chef Coat
in black.

black Kool
mesh: 01
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0155c
SCULL CAP > A hip alternative to the conventional chef hat, with
elastic back and ties for a more comfortable fit. 100% premium cotton
twill - 7.5 oz., solids. Yarn-Dyed 100% premium cotton twill - 7.5 oz.,
patterns. ONE SIZE

0155c/0156c
houndstooth: 40

>0155c shown with 0940 Pullover Utility Shirt in white with shepherd’s check trim.

white: 25
black: 01
chalk stripe: 41
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>0156c shown with 0489 Santorini Chef Coat in black.

0156c
BEANIE > Cool and comfortable. This practical headgear with an
elastic back that fits everyone is a great alternative to a traditional chef
hat. 100% premium cotton twill - 7.5 oz., solids. 100% premium YarnDyed cotton twill - 7 oz., patterns. ONE SIZE
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white with Kool
mesh: 25

black with Kool
mesh: 01

0157c
KOOL BEANIE WITH MESH > This
generously fitting beanie offers an elastic
back and a mesh insert top that allows heat
to escape keeping you comfortable for your
entire shift. 100% premium cotton twill
- 7.5 oz. ONE SIZE

>0157c shown with 0435 Soho Chef Coat in black.

0161
UNCOMMON BEANIE with
Kool Mesh > This uncommonly

cool beanie offers you a Velcro®
closure and a mesh top that
will keep you from getting hotheaded all shift long. 65/35 poly
cotton twill - 7.5 oz. ONE SIZE

>0161 shown with
0924 Mesh Utility
Shirt in white.

white with Kool
mesh: 25

black with Kool
mesh: 01
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0159:
steel: 62
navy: 16
red: 19
burgundy: 03
brown: 02
slate: 64
black: 01
white: 25
royal: 20
avocado: 63
stone: 66
olive: 65

0159
UNCOMMON BEANIE > You’ll go head over heels

for this beanie. Features a Velcro® closure for a perfect
fit every time. 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. ONE

SIZE

>0159 shown with 0405 Moroccan Chef Coat in royal.
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>0163 shown with 0428 Calypso with Mesh Chef Coat in white.

0163
EPIC BEANIE > Show off your personality!

This easy-care beanie has a Velcro® closure
for a perfect fit and comes in a host of
contemporary colors that match our Epic
Shirt perfectly. 65/35 poly cotton poplin
- 5.25 oz. ONE SIZE

0163:

berry: 68

lime: 54

cobalt: 51

carrot: 67

sunflower: 52

eggplant: 53

persimmon: 50

fierce color
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0175
NECKERCHIEF >

This large
neckerchief is
a great accent
to any look,
and is extremely
practical when
temperatures rise.
Easy-care 65/35 poly
cotton poplin - 5.25 oz.

22”W x 44”L x 31.5” sides

0175:

carrot: 67

black: 01

sunflower: 52

eggplant: 53

white: 25

red: 19

lime: 54

berry: 68

royal: 20

>0175 shown with 0478 Tahoe for Women Chef Coat in black.
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0100
POPLIN CHEF HAT > Smart and good
looking. Made of lighter, smoother poplin,
this chef hat is right at home in the kitchen.
Adjustable Velcro® closure. Easy-care 65/35
poly cotton poplin - 5.25 oz. ONE SIZE

0150
TWILL CHEF HAT > Same as our Poplin
Chef Hat, but for those who prefer the
heavier weight and texture of twill.
Adjustable Velcro® closure. Easy-care 65/35
poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz., solids. Yarn-Dyed
65/35 poly cotton twill - 7 oz., patterns.
ONE SIZE

0100:
white: 25
black: 01
red: 19
white with black
trim: 45
0150:
white: 25
black: 01
red: 19
white with black
trim: 45
white with
houndstooth
trim: 42
houndstooth: 40
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UTILITY + SERVER SHIRTS
Because You’re a Rebel
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white with
shepherd’s
check trim: 44

white with
black trim: 45

0940
PULLOVER UTILITY SHIRT >

There’s nothing better than
throwing on a pair of pants and
a t-shirt and heading to work.
But when the customers start
filing in, that faded concert
t-shirt from the 80’s isn’t going
to make the impression you
want. Our Pullover Utility Shirt
is the next best thing. With two
black snaps and stylish trim
this incredibly comfortable,
relaxed-fit shirt is very impressive. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton
poplin - 4.5 oz. XS-6XL
SPECS: Full 2” longer length,
finished collar, reinforced bar
tacking.

white poplin: 25 black poplin: 01

6000
V-NECK UTILITY SHIRT >

Just like towels, our V-neck
Utility is one thing you can’t have
enough of in the kitchen. With a
generous cut it’s super comfortable, it’s built to last and it’s the
perfect shirt for just about any
job. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton
poplin - 5.2 oz. XS-6XL
SPECS: Full 2” longer length,
finished collar, mitered breast
pocket, reinforced bar tacking.

>Left: 0940 shown with 4013 Kitchen

Pant in black. Right: 6000 shown with
3052 Full Bistro Apron in chalk stripe.
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white with
shepherd’s
check trim: 44

white with
black trim: 45

0955
TRIMMED UTILITY SHIRT > In the kitchen, sometimes the tiniest addition can make something
ordinary pop! That’s what our Trimmed Utility Shirt is all about. With six buttons and spun polyester
trim that won’t fade, this stylish shirt will pop the look of your kitchen up to the next level. Easy-care
65/35 poly cotton poplin - 4.5 oz. XS-6XL
SPECS: Full 2” longer length, finished collar, mitered breast pocket, reinforced bar tacking.

>0955 shown with 4013 Kitchen Pant and 3037 Reversible Waist Apron, both in black.
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>Left: 0950 shown with 3060 Three-Pocket Half Waist Apron in red. Right: 0954 shown with 3056 Half Waist Two-Section Pocket Apron in black.

0950/0954

white poplin: 25 black poplin: 01

SNAP UTILITY SHIRT/ NO POCKET UTILITY SHIRT > Get it done! That’s what these two hardworking,
extremely comfortable utility shirts were made to do. Both feature a six snap closure and a longer length. Choose
from our 0950 with pocket or our 0954 with a clean no-pocket front. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton poplin - 4.5 oz.
XS-6XL

SPECS: Full 2” longer length, finished collar, mitered breast pocket, reinforced bar tacking.
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white poplin
with mesh: 25

black poplin
with mesh: 01

0924
MESH UTILITY SHIRT >

There are days when you need to
dress the part and there are days
when you just want to be casual
cool. With a moisture-wicking
mesh back and vented sides, our
five-button Mesh Utility Shirt
can make that happen. Easy-care
65/35 poly cotton poplin - 4.5 oz.
XS-6XL

SPECS: Full 2” longer length,
finished collar, mitered breast
pocket, reinforced bar tacking.

>0924 shown with 4100 Uncommon
Cargo Chef Pant in houndstooth.
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chambray: 17

>0920c shown with 4000 Classic Chef Pant in black.

0920c
CHAMBRAY UTILITY SHIRT > If you’re looking for an urban cowboy, “ride the bull, bud” utility, then you’re plumb outta luck.

But if you want an incredibly versatile, highly stylized utility that easily transitions from the front of the house to the back, then say,
“howdy!” to our Chambray Utility. 100% premium cotton twill - 6.5 oz. XS-6XL

SPECS: Full 2” longer length, finished collar, mitered breast pocket, reinforced bar tacking.
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0920:
berry: 68
carrot: 67
red: 19
burgundy: 03
slate: 64
steel: 62
navy: 16
olive: 65
black: 01
brown: 02
eggplant: 53
avocado: 63
royal: 20
lime: 54
sunflower: 52
stone: 66
white: 25

front to back color
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0920
CLASSIC UTILITY SHIRT >

When you look at a utility
shirt you’re probably thinking
washing, scrubbing, mopping
and of course, the dreadful
“toilets clogged.” Well our Classic
Utility Shirt can do all that and so
much more. In seventeen not so
utilitarian colors this five-button
Utility is rugged enough to tackle
anything in the back, liven up
your open kitchen or add new life
to the front-of- the-house. Easycare 65/35 poly cotton poplin
- 4.5 oz. XS-6XL
SPECS: Full 2” longer length,
finished collar, mitered breast
pocket, reinforced bar tacking.

>0920 shown with 3056 Half Waist Two-Section Pocket Apron in hunter.
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0420
SINGLE-BREASTED SERVER
COAT > Even if you never

figure out how to hold a spoon
and fork in one hand and serve
without dumping food everywhere, our Single-Breasted
Server Coat will have you looking
like a pro. Offers a mitered breast
pocket and two lower patch
pockets, and easily transitions
from the kitchen to the front-ofthe-house. Easy-care 65/35 poly
cotton twill - 7.5 oz. XS-6XL
SPECS: Finished collar, mitered
breast pocket, reinforced bar
tacking, matching buttons.
Size chart - p. 120

white: 25

>0420 shown with

4003 Yarn-Dyed
Chef Pant in classic
broken twill.
black: 01
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>0921 shown

with 4000
Classic Chef Pant
in chalk stripe.

0921

white poplin: 25

MANDARIN COLLAR SHIRT > A little bit of Asian flair and a whole lot of good ol’ American

durability. This hard working server shirt is right at home dishing out fried rice and eggrolls or a
New York Strip. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton poplin - 4.5 oz. XS-6XL
SPECS: Finished collar, reinforced bar tacking, matching buttons.

black poplin: 01
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epic personality

0975
EPIC SHIRT > It’s like we took a chef coat, a server shirt and a utility shirt, threw it in a Robot

Coupe®, added a whole bunch of contemporary color and turned it up to eleven. The result is
our Epic Shirt. From the kitchen to the front-of-the-house, this fresh new shirt is all about epic
style! All offer matching buttons except white, which has contrasting black buttons, thermometer pocket, side vents and 3 ⁄ 4 length sleeves. We even have beanies to match. Easy-care 65/35
poly cotton poplin – 5.25 oz. XS-6XL

SPECS: Finished collar, thermometer pocket, reinforced bar tacking, dyed-to-match buttons.
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0975:
white: 25
berry: 68
persimmon: 50
carrot: 67
sunflower: 52
lime: 54
cobalt: 51
eggplant: 53
black: 01

>0975 shown with 3056 Half Waist Two-Section Pocket Apron in navy.
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A PR O N S
because @#%&!! happens
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3061
UTILITY POUCH > Featuring
two deep pockets and a pencil
pocket, this simple utility pouch
with belt sleeve is extremely
functional. 65/35 poly cotton
twill - 7.5 oz. Black only.
11.5” W x 7.25” L

3067
THREE-SECTION POCKET
WAIST APRON > Ready to

meet any job requirement, this
waist apron with section pockets
is as hard working as you are.
Extra long 40” ties, reinforced
bar tacking. 65/35 poly cotton
twill - 7.5 oz. 23” W x 11” L

navy: 16

khaki: 22

white: 25

black: 01

purple: 18

royal: 20

burgundy: 03

red: 19

brown: 02

hunter: 05

>Left: 3061 shown with 0920c Chambray Classic Shirt and

4013 Kitchen Pant in black. Right: 3067 shown with 0920 Classic
Utility Shirt in black.

kelly: 11
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3000
CLASSIC BIB APRON >

Get full-size coverage at a very
reasonable price. This apron is
the standard of the restaurant
and promotional business. Extra
long 40” ties, reinforced bar
tacking. 65/35 poly cotton twill 7.5 oz., solids, 7 oz., pattern.
30” W x 34” L

white: 25

black: 01

silver: 21

houndstooth: 40

navy: 16

>Left: 3000 shown with 0432 Murano Chef Coat in white with royal

piping and 4003 Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in black & navy houndstooth.
Right: 3000 shown with 0415 South Beach Chef Coat in Navy.

purple: 18

royal: 20

burgundy: 03

red: 19

khaki: 22

brown: 02

hunter: 05

kelly: 11
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white: 25

black: 01

silver: 21

navy: 16

purple: 18

royal: 20

burgundy: 03

red: 19

khaki: 22

hunter: 05

brown: 02

kelly: 11

3004
PENCIL PATCH-POCKET BIB APRON >

Comfortable and functional, this bib apron has
the added utility of a pencil pocket and two lower
patch-pockets. Extra long 40” ties, reinforced bar
tacking. 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.

30” W x 34” L

>3004 shown with 0488 Orleans Chef Coat in steel, and 4003
Yarn-Dyed Chef Pant in black & navy houndstooth.
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3010
ADJUSTABLE BIB APRON > Comfortable with an adjustable neck, this basic bib is ideal for
most any application. Extra long 40” ties, reinforced bar tacking. Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton
twill - 7.5 oz. 24” W x 28” L

white: 25

black: 01

navy: 16

purple: 18

royal: 20

burgundy: 03

red: 19

khaki: 22

brown: 02

hunter: 05

kelly: 11

3016
TWO PATCH-POCKET BIB
APRON > Large patch-pockets

>Left: 3010 shown with 0432 Murano Chef Coat in

white with red piping, and 4100 Uncommon Cargo
Chef Pant in navy. Right: 3016 shown with 0435 Soho
Chef Coat in white.

and an adjustable neck make
this simple yet functional
apron perfect for the front-ofthe-house. Extra long 40” ties,
reinforced bar tacking. Easy-care
65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.

23” W x 30” L
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3018
ADJUSTABLE BUTCHER APRON >

Divided center pocket for easy storage and
the added comfort of an adjustable neck.
Extra long 40” ties, reinforced bar tacking.
Easy-care 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.,
Yarn-Dyed patterns - 7 oz. 23” W x 34” L

white: 25

black: 01

navy: 16

purple: 18

royal: 20

burgundy: 03

red: 19

khaki: 22

brown: 02

hunter: 05

chalk stripe: 41 black & white
pinstripe: 33

grey triple
stripe: 37

black & red
pinstripe: 71

windowpane:
32

>3018 shown with 0920 Classic Utility Shirt in sunflower
and 0155c Scull Cap in black.
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3005
MID-LENGTH BIB APRON > Same as
our Classic Bib, only cut slightly shorter
and narrower with no pockets. Extra long
40” ties, reinforced bar tacking. 65/35 poly
cotton twill - 7.5 oz 29” W x 33” L

3007/
3009
YOUTH APRON & CHILD APRON > Keep

your children clean while helping you in
the kitchen or working with crafts. Features
26.5” ties and a two-section pocket that’s
ideal for carrying crayons, paint brushes and
more. 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. White.

YOUTH APRON

CHILD APRON

(3007)

(3009)

20” W x 25” L

13” W x 19” L

white: 25

black: 01

>Left: 3005 shown with 0975 Epic Shirt
in black.
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white: 25

black: 01

silver: 21

navy: 16

purple: 18

royal: 20

kelly: 11

red: 19

burgundy: 03

khaki: 22

brown: 02

hunter: 05

3011
ADJUSTABLE THREEPOCKET BIB APRON > One

of our most popular styles. This
bib apron features a sliding neck
adjustment and three generous
pockets. Extra long 40” ties,
reinforced bar tacking. 65/35
poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.

28” W x 24” L

>Left: 3011 shown with 0920 Classic

Utility Shirt in royal and 4102 Grunge
Cargo Chef Pant in stone. Right: 3011
shown with 0975 Epic Shirt in berry and
4102 Grunge Cargo Chef Pant in stone.
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black: 01

black & white
pinstripe: 33

3042

3041

SCOOP NECK APRON >

FORMAL V-NECK APRON >

Elegant and sophisticated.
Offers the convenience of
three divisional pockets and
a snap adjustable neck for an
upscale look. Extra long 40” ties,
reinforced bar tacking. 65/35
poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.

Dress up any room with this
formal apron with a snap
adjustable neck and two divided
pockets. Perfect for the front-ofthe-house. Extra long 40” ties,
reinforced bar tacking. 65/35
poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.

28” W x 24” L

28” W x 32” L
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white: 25

black: 01

3059
INSET-POCKET BISTRO APRON > The
subtlety of the inset pocket gives this bistro
apron a sleek, upscale look. Extra long 40”
ties, reinforced bar tacking. 65/35 poly
cotton twill - 7.5 oz. 28” W x 33” L
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>3053 shown with 0494 Havana with Tonal Mesh Chef Coat in cobalt.

3053

white: 25

black: 01

TWO-POCKET BISTRO APRON > This bistro-style apron has two patch pockets and is made to withstand lots
of abuse. Extra long 40” ties, reinforced bar tacking. 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. 28” W x 33” L
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white: 25

black: 01

3101
TWO-SECTION POCKET
BISTRO APRON > One large

front pocket divided into two
sections defines this goodlooking bistro apron. Extra long
40” ties, reinforced bar tacking.
65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.

28” W x 33” L

>Left: 3101 shown with 0975 Epic Shirt in

white with black buttons. Right: 3101 shown
with 0975 Epic Shirt in black.
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white: 25

black: 01

>Left: 3090 shown

with 0435 Soho
Chef Coat and
0159 Uncommon
Beanie, both in
white. Right: 3091
shown with 0494
Havana with Tonal
Mesh Chef Coat in
stone with black
trim and 0164
Active Mesh Cap in
black.

3090/3091
REVERSIBLE BISTRO APRON/REVERSIBLE
THREE-POCKET BISTRO APRON > Make a mess? Just

flip it around! It’s like getting two aprons for the price of one.
Choose from our 3090 with one pocket plus a pencil insert on
both sides, or our 3091 with three pockets on both sides. Extra
long 40” ties, reinforced bar tacking. 65/35 poly cotton twill
- 7.5 oz. 30” W x 32” L
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white: 25

black: 01

chalk stripe: 41

black & white
pinstripe: 33

black & red
pinstripe: 71

3052
FULL BISTRO APRON > Perfect for everyday use.
This one pocket apron with pencil insert is ready to
take lots of orders. Extra long 40” ties, reinforced bar
tacking. 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz 28” W x 33” L

>3052 shown with 0405 Moroccan Chef Coat in burgundy.
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>Left: 3100 shown with 0482 Rio Chef Coat in red and 4003 Yarn-Dyed

Chef Pant in black & grey chevron. Right: 3100 shown with 0488 Orleans
Chef Coat and 0159 Uncommon Beanie, both in navy.

3100
THREE-SECTION POCKET BISTRO APRON >

Big function in a classic bistro. Features one large
pocket divided into three sections. Extra long 40”
ties, reinforced bar tacking. 65/35 poly cotton twill
- 7.5 oz. 28” W x 33” L

white: 25

black: 01
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white with black piping: 25
white with royal piping: 47
white with red piping: 46

3049c
EXECUTIVE CHEF APRON > With fold down front

and colored piping, this apron creates a look that’s
fitting for any executive chef. Extra long 40” ties,
reinforced bar tacking. 100% premium cotton twill
- 7.5 oz. 39” W x 38” L

>3049c shown with 0442c Provence Chef Coat in white with black piping.
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3050
BAR APRON > This functional, hardworking, back-of-the-house apron is perfect
for everyday challenges. Extra long 40” ties,
reinforced bar tacking. 65/35 poly cotton
twill - 7.5 oz. 28” W x 33” L

white: 25

black: 01

>3050 shown with 0400 Uncommon Chef Coat and 0156c
Beanie, both in white, and 0175 Neckerchief in berry.
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3057/
3057L
4-WAY APRON/ 4-WAY LONG
APRON > Long hours are

no match for these extremely
versatile back-of-the-house
aprons. Extra long 40” ties,
reinforced bar tacking. 65/35
poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.

4-WAY APRON (3057)
30” W x 16.5” L, folded
4-WAY LONG APRON (3057L)
30” W x 32” L, folded

white: 25

black: 01

>Left: 3057L shown with 0975 Epic Shirt in carrot. Right: 3057 shown with 0940 Pullover
Utility Shirt in white with black trim and 0156c Beanie in black.
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>Left: 3066 shown with 0920 Classic Utility Shirt in eggplant and 0175 Neckerchief in berry. Right: 3037 shown with 0920 Classic Utility Shirt in red.

3066

3037

DEALER APRON > This simple design with no

REVERSIBLE WAIST APRON > We’ve taken one of
our best sellers and made it even better... reversible!
With a pencil pocket and three large, roomy pockets
on each side. Extra long 40” ties, reinforced bar
tacking. 65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz. Black.

pockets is perfect no matter what game you’re dealing.
Extra long 40” ties, reinforced bar tacking. 65/35 poly
cotton twill - 7.5 oz. Black. 23” W x 14” L

22” W x 15” L
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3060
THREE-POCKET HALF WAIST
APRON > All the convenience

and comfort of our Two-Section
Pocket Half Waist apron, with
three functional pockets. Extra
long 40” ties, reinforced bar
tacking. 65/35 poly cotton twill 7.5 oz. 22” W x 18” L

3065
TWO-SECTION POCKET
WAIST APRON > Getting the

job done is the main objective of
this functional waist apron with
two section pockets. Extra long
40” ties, reinforced bar tacking.
65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.

23” W x 11” L

white: 25

black: 01

red: 19

brown: 02

khaki: 22

hunter: 05

royal: 20

>Left: 3065 shown with 0920 Classic

Utility Shirt in red and 4102 Grunge
Cargo Chef Pant in stone. Right: 3060
shown with 0492 Caliente with Mesh
Chef Coat in black.
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white: 25

black: 01

navy: 16

royal: 20

burgundy: 03

red: 19

hunter: 05

black & white
pinstripe: 33

black & red
pinstripe: 71

3056
HALF WAIST TWO-SECTION
POCKET APRON > Larger than

a waist apron, but shorter than
a bistro, this apron with divided
pocket fits right in between for
comfort and function. Extra long
40” ties, reinforced bar tacking.
65/35 poly cotton twill - 7.5 oz.
28” W x 19” L

>Left: 3056 shown with 0427

Classic Knot with Mesh Chef
Coat in black. Right: 3056 shown
with 0921 Mandarin Collar Shirt
in white, 0175 Neckerchief in red
and 4101 Women’s Chef Pant
in black.
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3075/
3077
COBBLER APRON > Adjustable
side ties and two divided pockets
make this perfect fitting apron
ready for any task. 65/35 poly
cotton twill - 7.5 oz.
STANDARD SIZE (3075)
20” W x 28” L
EXTRA LARGE (3077)
22” W x 31” L

white: 25

black: 01

silver: 21

navy: 16

royal: 20

purple: 18

burgundy: 03

red: 19

khaki: 22

brown: 02

>Left: 3077 shown with 0920 Classic Utility Shirt and 4102 Grunge Cargo Chef Pant, both in black. Right: 3075 shown with 0920
Classic Utility Shirt in white and 4100 Uncommon Cargo Chef Pant in houndstooth.

hunter: 05

kelly: 11
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A REAL FIT FOR THE
			REAL PROFESSIONAL
It doesn’t matter how you wear it, buttoned up, wide open,
sleeves rolled, waist tied. At Uncommon Threads we believe
you should start with the perfect fit. That’s why we set
new industry standards by enhancing our entire design
process and grading all our garments the same. This allows
you to change styles or colors anytime you want, because no
matter what size you wear in Uncommon Threads, that size
will fit you across our entire product line. After all,
nobody likes ill-fitting style.

PROFESSIONAL FIT GUIDE
Use these rules of thumb and size charts
below to determine your Uncommon
Threads professional fit.

CHEF COAT SIZE CHART
			

			

n Armhole should allow for
		 considerable range of motion.
n Coat should feel centered and 		
		 not ride too far forward or back.

M

XS

S

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

5XL

6XL

44-46

48-50

52-54

56-58

60-62

64-66

68-70

M

WAIST
24-26 28-30 32-34
INSEAM 33
33
33
HIPS
32-36 38-40 42-44

n Coat should just cover your entire
		seat.

n Coat should have a drop
		 shoulder for greater freedom of 		
		 movement and comfort.

S

CHEF PANT SIZE CHART

n Buttons should lie smoothly and
		 not pull across the front.

n Cuff, when rolled up, should rest
		 approximately 5” above the
		 bottom of your thumb.

XS

CHEST 32-34 36-38 40-42

L

XL

2XL 3XL

4XL

5XL

6XL

36-38

40-42

44-46

48-50

52-54

56-58

60-62

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

46-48

50-52

54-56

58-60

62-64

66-68

70-72

WOMEN’S CHEF COAT SIZE CHART
			

XS

S

M

CHEST 32-33 33-34 34-37
WAIST 22-23 23-25 25-28
HIPS
32-34 34-36 36-39

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL 5XL

37-40

40-44

44-48

48-51

51-54 54-57

6XL
57-60

28-31

31-35

35-39

39-43

43-46 46-49

49-52

39-42

42-46

46-50

50-53

53-56 56-59

59-62

WOMEN’S CHEF PANT SIZE CHART
		

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL 3XL

4XL

5XL

6XL

WAIST
INSEAM
HIPS

22-23

23-25

25-28

28-31

31-35

35-39

39-43

43-46

46-49

49-52

33

33

33

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

32-34

34-36

36-39

39-42

42-46

46-50

50-53

53-56

56-59

59-62
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Our Manufacturing Process is the Real Deal
FINISHED COLLAR
provides extra comfort.

HIDDEN NECK BUTTON ensures your coat
hangs smoothly.
REVERSIBLE CLOSURE for increased
versatility, keeps you looking neat and clean.
FINISHED
CUFFS
demonstrate our
expert craftsmanship and provide
a high-end look.
Critical BAR
TACKING in high
stress areas provides unmatched strength and
durability.

MITERED POCKETS
that are also top
finished provide a
clean, professional
look.

THERMOMETER
POCKET that is
easy to reach, and is
both functional and
practical.

INSET POCKETS deliver a smooth, sleek look
and are standard in our executive chef coats.
SEWN UNDERARM
VENTS provide superior
comfort and durability,
unlike metal grommets.

OFF THE
SHOULDER DESIGN
for unmatched comfort
and freedom of
movement.

PREMIUM FABRICS for better performance and
durability.
UNIFORM BUTTON PLACEMENT for a balanced
look that continues through the length of the coat.
BUTTONHOLES are cleanly finished for ease of use.

KNOT BUTTONS are sewn
behind the buttonholes and
inset for a clean smooth finish.
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ALL CHEF COATS
0400 Uncommon
~p. 8
0402 Classic
~p. 10
0403 Classic Knot
~p. 11
0403c Classic Knot
~p. 11
0404 Newport
~p. 33
0405 Moroccan
~p. 4
0405c Chambray
~p. 34
0407 Madrid
~p. 35
0408 Barcelona
~p. 20
0410 3/4 Sleeve
~p. 14
0411 Mirage
~p. 25
0413 Classic Poplin
~p. 13
0415 South Beach
~p. 19
0417 Reaction
~p. 40
0421 Delray with Mesh
~p. 15
0422 Classic Poplin
with Mesh
~p. 15
0423 Bristol
~p. 31
0425c Executive
~p. 52
0426 Classic with Mesh
~p. 10
0427 Classic Knot with Mesh ~p. 11
0428 Calypso with Mesh
~p. 36
0429 Montego with Mesh ~p. 6
0430 Antigua with Mesh
~p. 23
0431 Montebello
~p. 48
0432 Murano
~p. 51
0435 Soho
~p. 25
0437 Sienna
~p. 47
0440c Palermo
~p. 55
0442c Provence
~p. 48
0445c San Marco
~p. 54
0451ec Master Chef
~p. 59
0453ec Versailles
~p. 57
0455ec Luxembourg
~p. 56
0460c Santa Fe
~p. 34
0470c Navona for Women
~p. 53
0471 Lia for Women
~p. 60
0475 Napa for Women
~p. 9
0478 Tahoe for Women
~p. 7
0480 Aruba with Mesh
~p. 26
0481 Barbados with Mesh ~p. 26
0482 Rio
~p. 43
0484 Monterey
~p. 23
0488 Orleans
~p. 38
All Chef Coats continued...

INDEX
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0489
0490
0491
0492
0493ec
0494
0496
0497

Santorini
Sedona for Women
Panama
Caliente with Mesh
Master Chef
Short Sleeve
Havana with
Tonal Mesh
LaPaz
Tingo

~p. 36
~p. 21
~p. 45
~p. 41
~p. 59
~p. 28
~p. 17
~p. 17

CHEF COATS WITH MESH
0421 Delray with Mesh
~p. 15
0422 Classic Poplin
with Mesh
~p. 15
0426 Classic with Mesh
~p. 10
0427 Classic Knot with Mesh ~p. 11
0428 Calypso with Mesh
~p. 36
0429 Montego with Mesh ~p. 6
0430 Antigua with Mesh
~p. 23
0480 Aruba with Mesh
~p. 26
0481 Barbados with Mesh ~p. 26
0492 Caliente with Mesh
~p. 41
0494 Havana with Tonal
Mesh
~p. 28
EXECUTIVE CHEF COATS
0425c Executive
~p. 52
0431 Montebello
~p. 48
0432 Murano
~p. 51
0437 Sienna
~p. 47
0440c Palermo
~p. 55
0442c Provence
~p. 48
0445c San Marco
~p. 54
0451ec Master Chef
~p. 59
0453ec Versailles
~p. 57
0455ec Luxembourg
~p. 56
0470c Navona for Women
~p. 53
0471 Lia for Women
~p. 60
0493ec Master Chef
Short Sleeve
~p. 59

Working wear
that works
as hard as you do
®

WOMEN’S CHEF APPAREL
0470c Navona
~p. 53
0471 Lia
~p. 60
0475 Napa
~p. 9
0478 Tahoe
~p. 7
0490 Sedona
~p. 21
4101 Women’s Chef Pant
~p. 66
CHEF PANTS
4000 Classic, 3” Waist
~p. 68
4001 Classic, 2” Waist with
Brass Zipper
~p. 68
4003 Yarn-Dyed
~p. 62-65
4005c Classic, 2” Waist
~p. 68
4010 Traditional
~p. 68
4013 Kitchen
~p. 71
4020 Executive
~p. 70
4100 Uncommon Cargo
~p. 72
4101 Women’s Chef Pant
~p. 66
4102 Grunge Cargo
~p. 74
CHEF HATS
0100 Chef Hat, Poplin
0150 Chef Hat, Twill
0155c Scull Cap
0156c Beanie
0157c Kool Beanie with Mesh
0159 Uncommon Beanie
0161 Uncommon Beanie,
Kool Mesh
0162 Kool Scull Cap
0163 Epic Beanie
0164 Active Mesh Cap
0175 Neckerchief

~p. 84
~p. 84
~p. 78
~p. 79
~p. 80
~p. 81
~p. 80
~p. 77
~p. 82
~p. 77
~p. 83

UTILITY/SERVER SHIRTS
0420 Single-Breasted
Server Coat
~p. 94
0920 Classic
~p. 93
0920c Chambray
~p. 91
0921 Mandarin Collar
~p. 95
0924 Mesh
~p. 90
0940 Pullover
~p. 87
0950 Snap
~p. 89
0954 No Pocket
~p. 89
0955 Trimmed
~p. 88
0975 Epic
~p. 96
6000 V-Neck
~p. 87

BIB APRONS
3000 Classic Bib
~p. 100
3004 Pencil Patch Pocket Bib ~p. 101
3005 Mid-Length Bib
~p. 104
3010 Adjustable Bib
~p. 102
3011 Adjustable Three-Pocket
Bib
~p. 105
3016 Two Patch Pocket Bib ~p. 102
3018 Adjustable Butcher
~p. 103
3041 Formal V-Neck
~p. 106
3042 Scoop Neck
~p. 106
WAIST APRONS
3037 Reversible Waist
~p. 116
3056 Half Waist Two-Section
Pocket
~p. 118
3057 4-Way
~p. 115
3060 Three-Pocket
Half Waist
~p. 117
3065 Two-Section Pocket
Waist
~p. 117
3066 Dealer
~p. 116
3067 Three-Section Pocket
Waist
~p. 99
BISTRO APRONS
3049c Executive
~p. 113
3050 Bar
~p. 114
3052 Full Bistro
~p. 111
3053 Two-Pocket Bistro
~p. 108
3057L 4-Way Long
~p. 115
3059 Inset-Pocket Bistro
~p. 107
3090 Reversible Bistro
~p. 110
3091 Reversible Three-Pocket
Bistro
~p. 110
3100 Three-Section Pocket
Bistro
~p. 112
3101 Two-Section Pocket
Bistro
~p. 109
SPECIALTY APRONS
3007 Youth
3009 Child
3061 Utility Pouch
3075 Cobbler
3077 Cobbler, Extra Large

~p. 104
~p. 104
~p. 99
~p. 119
~p. 119

SIZE CHARTS

~p. 120

Working wear that works as hard as you do!®
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